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Dear Dr. Phillips,

Re: MS: 1264462125998106 Clive J Petry et al.
Suckling A Protein-Restricted Rat Dam Leads To Diminished Albuminuria In Her Male Offspring In Adult Life: A Longitudinal Study

Thank you for accepting our article for publication. Having received the instructions for formatting we have made the following amendments:

1. We have changed the name order of Dr. Hales as requested. Please note that this procedure has been made difficult by the fact that he was known by his second forename (‘Nicholas’) rather than his first forename (‘Charles’). With electronic publishing it is obviously important that all his initials are entered in the correct order (i.e. CN Hales, rather than NC Hales) so that people searching his name in electronic databases will find this manuscript. Unfortunately the submission site does not make it possible for the second forename to be used as the primary one. I wonder if this could be looked at and changed for the future.
2. The affiliation addresses have now been spelled out in full in the correct order.
3. The coloured text used to highlight the amendments to different versions has now all been made black.
4. The ‘Competing Interests’ statement has now been changed to ‘The authors declare that they have no competing interests’.
5. The figures have been cropped as closely as possible.

In addition we have thoroughly read through the manuscript and are happy with the spellings and manuscript contents.

Yours sincerely,

Clive Petry, on behalf of all the co-authors